MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION

Subj: AUTHORIZATION FOR COMMAND ADVANCE TO POSITION SAILORS TO OBLIGATE SERVICE FOR SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS

Ref: (a) OPNAVINST 1160.8B
     (b) CNO WASHINGTON DC 09/1538Z Dec 21 (NAVADMIN 280/21)
     (c) ASN(M&RA) memo of 3 Dec 21

1. This memorandum amends reference (a) to allow command advance to position (CA2P) Sailors to obligate service (OBLISERV) for a selective reenlistment bonus (SRB) when participating in the Detailing Marketplace Assignment Policy Program in line with references (b) and (c). Specifically, Sailors selected and approved for CA2P opportunities are allowed to reenlist early in order to satisfy the OBLISERV incurred as a result of CA2P. This amendment permits CA2P Sailors to reenlist with an approved career waypoints quota any time after receiving approval from the career management pillar to fill a CA2P 4+3 billet at their current command, but before their original end of active OBLISERV.

2. This memorandum will remain in effect until reference (a) is updated to reflect this change or until cancelled by Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Manpower, Personnel, Training and Education) (N1).
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